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INTRODUCTION
“THE

"There's really no such thing as

DECOMMISSIONING

the 'voiceless'. There are only the
deliberately silenced, or the

AND CLEAN UP AT

preferably unheard." —
FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI IS

Arundhati Roy

EXPECTED TO TAKE
s the disaster moves into the 11th

A

OVER 100 YEARS"

year progress is predictably slow.
Technical challenges and the 40 or

100-year timeline, depending on whom you
ask, make progress feel non-existent. The
Japanese government continues its project
to feign normalcy in the region around the
disaster site.

The understanding of the meltdowns and
the location of the damaged fuel debris also
known as corium has progressed but much
remains unknown. Each new revelation has
shown the disaster to be as bad as many
worried it might be.

LESS THAN 1/4
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$ 660 BILLION

WASTE

Of the total tasks to

Estimated total cost to

There is no permanent

clean up are completed.

clean up the plant site.

waste site.
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PLANT SITE

10,000 USED FUEL
ASSEMBLIES AT DAINI

EARTHQUAKES
AND
VOLCANOES

ukushima Daini began the long process of

F decommissioning the 4 reactors at that plant. The

t the disaster site new risks

process is expected to take 40 years but there is

A constantly present themselves.
The volcanic eruption of

currently no plan or storage location for the 10,000

Fukutokuokanoba in August in the

used fuel assemblies. (4)

Ogasawara chain of islands south of
Tokyo caused a massive plume of
floating pumice on the ocean.

This circulated up the coast of Japan
eventually becoming a risk to the
facilities at Fukushima Daiichi.
Pumice has the potential to damage
cooling pumps, boat motors, and
other water-based equipment.
Luckily no significant damage was
caused at the plant. (1)

In February an m7.1 earthquake hit
the region. In March another
earthquake registering 7.0 hit the
region. The pair of quakes caused
damage around the plant site. This
also caused the containment water
level of units 1 and 3 to drop. Both
units are suspected of having new
damage creating additional routes
for contaminated water to leak out.
(2)

DAMAGED WATER TANKS
n extensive number of

A contaminated water tanks on site

span and should have been removed after

were damaged in the recent earthquakes.

the first 3-5 years of service. 11 years later

Connecting pipes were dislodged or

some are still in use. (3)

cracked. A number of old bolt-together
tanks that were supposed to have been
taken out of service years ago were
admitted to still be in use with many of
them leaking contaminated water due to
the quakes.
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These tanks had a short structural life
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UNIT 1

NEW
INVESTIGATION
n December Japan’s nuclear

I regulator, NRA conducted an
extensive inspection inside unit 1’s
reactor building.

Previous inspections by NRA looked
for root cause evidence from the
2011 disaster, something TEPCO has
resisted throughout the process. This
inspection focused on the Isolation
Condenser System, also known as
the IC. The system is an older type of

THE PEDESTAL INSPECTION
reparation work to conduct the ROV

P inspection inside unit 1’s

Solidified fuel debris was found as deep as
2 meters inside the pedestal and over 1

emergency cooling system that was

containment was repeatedly delayed

meter in parts of the outer containment

replaced by what was thought to be

through 2021. First due to the pandemic,

structure. It is clear that a significant

better designs when newer reactor

then due to technical issues with the ROV

amount of the once molten fuel debris

units. Documents related to the

relocated to the torus tube and the torus

preparation work hinted that authorities

room as we estimated as far back as 2012.

knew the fuel debris bed inside

Both locations are outside of containment

containment was quite deep. This

with little to protect the fuel debris from

estimate buried in a report is quite similar

the outside environment.

units at the plant were constructed.
Regulators found an extremely
radioactive cooling water pipe that
routed into containment to bring
cooled water from the IC back into
containment. The “B” train of the
two-train IC system appears to have
been contaminated. Early reports

to what was eventually found on the ROV
inspection. (6)

The even more disturbing finding is that
the lower concrete of the pedestal has

The ROV containment inspection was

been destroyed. Roughly 1 meter up the

from the initial disaster indicated

scheduled for January 2022 and eventually

surface and as far across as was visually

that one of the two sides of the IC

took place in early February 2022. (7) The

inspected showed the concrete to be

system may have failed. This new

inspection was stalled in January when the

blown out and only the rebar remaining.

evidence seems to back up that

radiation detectors on the ROV

The rebar inside the pedestal doorway can

theory.

malfunctioned. This was resolved by the

be seen slumping downward confirming

end of January and workers were back to

that the rebar is also not completely intact

During this inspection, regulators

setting the guide rings for the ROV to

and supportive. Earlier inspections found

found evidence of a fire near the X-

traverse inside containment. (8)

what looked like granular sand on the
containment side opposite the pedestal.

1b containment entry. They did not
provide any information about this
but the fire appears to have been
extensive and charred up the
double-height concrete wall. (5)
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The inspection finally took place in early

This raised concerns it could be destroyed

February and the results were shocking.

concrete. Now that appears to be

What was found was far worse than even

confirmed.

our most extreme speculation.
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UNIT 1

THE PEDESTAL
INSPECTION
(CONT.)
he pedestal is the main structure

T holding up the reactor vessel.
Concerns about the stability of these
upper structures including the 440ton steel reactor vessel add yet
another severe problem to solve. The
events inside the containment

Diagram of fuel debris within Unit 1

structure during the meltdown were
incredibly severe and outside the
bounds of any of the research and
computer modeling into reactor
accidents. (9)

An R&D plan underway aims to use a
new type of underwater ROV to
traverse the control rod drive
opening in the pedestal to look
upward at the underside of the
reactor vessel and to inspect the
upper pedestal. The research plan

Pedestal rebar with blown out concrete within Unit 1

doesn’t specify which reactor this
work would take place in, but by
process of elimination, it is unit 1.
The research phase will continue
through fiscal 2022 with the
inspection planned for later in fiscal
2023. An alternative plan uses a
telescoping camera to look at the
underside of the reactor vessel. More
information about that proposed
system is included in our Outside
R&D Work section. (10)
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Torus downcomer jet deflector with fuel debris layer within Unit 1
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UNIT 1

RADIOACTIVE
PIPES
nside unit 1 the Reactor Cooling

I Water (RCW) system and the
related DHC system have been an
ongoing source of high radiation.
TEPCO now plans to drain the highly
radioactive water inside these pipes
in an attempt to lower localized
radiation levels in the building.
TEPCO assumes that this pair of
systems became highly
contaminated because the RCW
draws water out of a sump in the

VENT SYSTEMS
he pipes for the emergency

T vent systems of unit 1 and unit 2 are

CONTAINMENT
TEPCO clarified information about the
containment leaks found after the

being removed. Currently, the outdoor

February and March earthquakes in 2021.

sections of these highly radioactive pipes

The lower water level has been

are being removed and put into

compensated for by increasing the water

pedestal floor giving molten fuel

radioactive waste storage. TEPCO is

injection rate. It is assumed that this new

direct access to this system.

looking at ways to remove some of the

damage is allowing some air to escape

Sampling of the water in the pipes is

indoor piping in the future. The shared

when the water level drops as changes in

expected to take place in 2022, then

vent tower for this system is one of the

containment pressure were seen around

a further plan for removal will be

most radioactive locations outside of the

the same time. This lowered water level

refined and scheduled. (11)

containment structures. (12)

also caused some changes to be made in
the ROV containment inspection that

Work to inspect inside the unit 1 Standby

eventually took place in early 2022. (14)

Gas Treatment System (SGTS) room was
completed. 2011 radiation levels outside

With recent revelations it is clear that the

this room were over 2 Sieverts/hr. Robots

worst-case scenarios at unit 1 have all been

were sent in to inspect in 2021. Radiation

true. These new findings raise questions

levels were as high as 1-3 Sieverts/hr. These

about unit 1. The stability of the reactor

readings are significantly higher than the

pedestal and related systems are a severe

other units, again indicating that unit 1’s

risk that will have to be responded to. The

meltdown was far worse than initially

early findings of fuel debris in the torus

claimed by TEPCO. Newer environmental

room once thought an extreme outlier and

findings as reported in our previous annual

denied by TEPCO now seem completely

reports confirmed that unit 1 ejected a

within the context of this reactor failure.

large amount of vaporized reactor fuel in

There is no longer room to dismiss the

the form of tiny particles most likely during

severity of unit 1’s failure.

the venting operations. (13)
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UNIT 2

A NEW LEAK

REACTOR
WELL
robotic inspection of the

EPCO discovered a new source of radioactive leaks

T inside unit 2. A differential pressure pipe for the

A reactor well cover found a
reading of 1.2 Sieverts/hr at the

reactor well was found to have the valve open. This

center of the reactor well cover.

allowed highly radioactive steam, fuel particles, and

TEPCO stated this was far higher

hydrogen to escape into the HVAC system and hallway.

than initially estimated and that the

The ductwork where this pipe exits was found to be

radiation levels below the concrete

severely corroded. (15)

slabs was likely in the “dozens” of
Sieverts/hr. A similar finding at unit 1
hints that this may be due to a line
that exits the reactor vessel cap in
the center of that cap. If this fails it
creates a direct pathway from the
reactor towards the containment
cap. (16)

SPENT FUEL
REMOVAL
pent fuel removal work has

S progressed slowly. A plan was
announced within the last year to
install a spent fuel removal platform
and remote equipment for the
removal work. As with unit 3 the

CONTAINMENT CAP FAILURE
limited inspection beneath the

A reactor well cover at one edge of the

This further confirms that unit 2’s
containment cap was an ongoing major

spent fuel removal from the pool, to

containment cap found significant

leak pathway as the reactor failed. With

shielded casks and out of the reactor

damage and severe charring where the

the blow out panel leaving a large hole in

building will all be remotely

cap and gasket meet the reactor well edge

the refueling floor wall, the leaking reactor

operated. Current ongoing work

of the concrete containment structure. The

had a direct pathway to the environment.

includes foundation work for the

underside of the reactor well slabs and the

(18)

removal building and

reactor well walls are heavily degraded

decontamination work inside the

and corroded, unlike those found at unit 1.

refueling floor area. Actual removal
of spent fuel is scheduled for some
time after fiscal 2024. (17)
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UNIT 2

THE EXPERIMENT

STANDBY GAS
TREATMENT
SYSTEM

nit 2 is the test scenario that the other damaged

U reactors will be based on. What works or doesn't
here will guide the future plans for units 1 and 3. This
may be why the fuel debris removal plans for the other

nspections of the Standby Gas

units lack detail.

I Treatment System (SGTS) were
conducted at unit 2. Radiation levels
as high as 640 mSv/hr were found in
one end of the filter trains. The
rupture disc leading out of
containment was significantly lower.
TEPCO has assumed the rupture disc
never worked and venting of unit 2
was not successful. Why a portion of
the filter trains is contaminated and
not other parts of the system is not
fully understood. All of the readings
in unit 2 for this system are
significantly lower than the same
locations inside unit 1. (19)

FUEL DEBRIS
ARM
he fuel debris removal

T equipment for unit 2 is in the

FUTURE FUEL DEBRIS REMOVAL
he robotic fuel debris removal arm

T remains in mock-up test mode

Work to investigate inside the reactor
vessels is moving closer to implementation

mock-up phase. The fuel removal

through fiscal 2023. The remainder of the

with unit 2 as the proposed first

arm has been built and delivered to

technology needed including the

inspection. The preparation work and

Japan. During research facility

enclosure and fuel canister removal

possibly the actual investigation are

testing a metal pin on the

trolleys are in production. Mock-up tests of

scheduled through fiscal 2023 though the

articulating arm broke. This kind of

the entire system will continue through

actual first inspection is probably still years

failure is significant as repairs once

fiscal 2023 with potential first fuel removal

off. (10)

the arm is in use are complicated.

taking place in fiscal 2024. (10)

The arm will be heavily
contaminated and difficult to access.
(20)
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UNIT 3

EARTHQUAKE
DAMAGE

SPENT FUEL
ost of the undamaged spent fuel has been

M removed from unit 3’s spent fuel pool. Groups of

he February and March 2021

damaged fuel, and highly radioactive used control rods

T earthquakes damaged unit 3 as

and filters remain in the pool. A debris bed of fine

they did to unit 1. On March 18 it was

sand-like material and broken concrete further

admitted that the water in

complicate inspecting and future removal of this

containment had dropped 19 inches

equipment. (21)

and contaminated water was found
leaking out of the MSIV room to a
floor drain. (22)
Initially, contaminated water was
found in the first floor area but the
water level wasn’t rapidly dropping
further. (14)
Over two days after the March
earthquake the water level in
containment continued to drop. (2)
In August the floor drain clogged,
causing highly contaminated water
to spread across the first floor near
the MSIV room. A hole was drilled in
the floor to let the water flow into
the torus room below. This
contaminated water was found to
contain high levels of alpha
radiation, indicating it likely
contained fine particulates of fuel
debris. The torus room is not a
secured location. Water from the
torus room can leak out through
various pipe passages and other
penetrations in the torus room walls
and floor. (23)

VENTING SYSTEMS
n the end of 2021 TEPCO announced

I they would be removing the unit 3-4

lower levels of radiation. The B train filters

vent tower at some point in 2022. This

showed noticeable filth and higher

appears to be preparation work for the

radiation levels. Both were still significantly

eventual fuel debris removal at unit 3. (24)

below levels found in these systems in the

Unit 3’s Standby Gas Treatment System

other units. This set of systems at unit 3 do

(SGTS) and emergency vent line were

not appear to be the site of any major

inspected in 2021. Low levels of

event related to the meltdown. (19)

contamination were found in the pipe
runs. The rupture disc appears to have

There is currently no timeline for the

worked and didn’t show any unusual levels

removal of fuel debris from unit 3 or any

of contamination on either side of the disc.

other major work. This work is currently

Workers opened up the filter trains for unit

dependent on similar work at unit 2.

3 to take a closer look.
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The A train has clean-looking filters and
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UNITS 4, 5 & 6

LIMITED
PROGRESS
here has been minimal work at

T units 4-6 in the last year. None of
the three have any fuel in their
reactor vessels. Units 5 and 6 still
have spent fuel in their spent fuel
pools with a portion of unit 4’s spent
fuel now stored in the pool at unit 6.
One piece of work that did take
place this year was the inspection of
the unit 4 Standby Gas Treatment
System (SGTS). The findings
confirmed that the bulk of the
contamination in this system flowed
backward from unit 3 into unit 4’s
system. Some low levels of
contamination were found in the
filter train with most of it closer to
the exiting vent pipe. (13)
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CONTAMINATED WATER

RADIOACTIVE
OCEAN

OCEAN DUMPING
he most covered piece of news this year has been

T TEPCO’s plan to dump contaminated water into
the ocean to avoid having to store it long term. We

he latest plan that has gained

previously documented that this “treated” water still

T approval allows TEPCO to build
an underground pipe to pump this

contains a long list of dangerous radioactive

contaminated water out to sea. (26)

contaminants. (25)

The dumping plan has caused
international outrage. Japan didn’t
bother to consult with any
neighboring countries before
approving this plan. (27)
The plan may end up in an
international court before it ever
begins operation. Both
environmental groups and fishing
groups in Japan have decried the
scheme as catastrophic. (28)
Even before this new dumping plan
gets underway, there have been
persistent contamination problems,
A near shore contaminated water
monitoring site maintained by

FROZEN WALL

Japan’s nuclear regulator has been
reading in the teens for beta
radiation since it was installed

ea testing by Japan’s nuclear

S regulator in July of 2021 found

This new incident caused a large section
near the surface to melt. TEPCO installed

around 2012. Why this location has

consistent levels of cesium 137 about

steel pilings in this area hoping this will

had a persistent ongoing level of

100km offshore. This was found near the

help reduce any water leakage. (31)

radiation for a decade has never

surface and up to 500 meters below the

been explained. It appears there is

surface. Why these low levels are still

Three other sections of the frozen wall

something constantly feeding this

showing up so far offshore shows this

have continued to thaw near the surface

location with a steady enough level

problem never really goes away. (30)

areas. Problems with the brine system and

of contamination that it never
fluctuates greatly. (29)
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a leak in the soil of the wall have added to
A section of the frozen wall failed in late

the problems. TEPCO claims it is still

2021. The side south of unit 4 has struggled

working enough to contain and slow

to stay fully frozen for years.

contaminated water. (32)
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CONTAMINATED WATER

RADIOACTIVE
WASTE
VITRIFICATION

ZEOLITE WALL
n underground wall of zeolite installed to adsorb

A highly contaminated water that leaked from the
contaminated water tanks is now estimated to be
viable for 70 years. Laboratory work confirmed the
ability of this wall to continue to take on

he ALPS water treatment

contamination for the long term. This will need to

T system has been generating a

eventually be remediated as nuclear waste but for

“slurry” of radioactive materials.

now, it prevents this contaminated water from leaking

TEPCO plans to dry this and then

to the sea. (33)

encase it in glass through a
vitrification process. This process has
been used elsewhere to encase
nuclear waste. Tests are underway to
determine how to safely do this. (10)

EXPIRED WASTE CONTAINERS
ome high-impact containers used to

S store highly radioactive sludge from

the bottom of these containers is much

the treatment of contaminated water have

higher than the top means many of these

exceeded their life span. The 31 containers

containers are no longer safe to use.

house radioactive sludge with deadly

Another 56 containers will exceed their

levels above 9 Sieverts/hr. TEPCO originally

lifespan in the next two years. There is no

underestimated the radiation levels inside

plan for how to transfer these materials to

the containers. The radiation level dictates

new containers. (34)

the life span of the container.
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This realization that the radiation levels in
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ONSITE CONTAMINATION

RADIOACTIVE
WASTE
BUILDING

LEAKING NOTCH
TANKS
group of old rectangular notched tanks stored on

A site had been found to be damaged and leaking.
he waste building at Daiichi is

Further inspection found heavy corrosion, holes, and at

T being remediated to reduce

least one dislodged lid. TEPCO covered these tanks

the risk of further site contamination

with heavy plastic sheeting to attempt to reduce

in the event of another tsunami

further corrosion and leakage. (37)

hitting the site. The highly
radioactive sludge in a tank in the
building will need to be emptied
remotely. To do this an airlock
building is being built. This will allow
remote equipment to load the
sludge into shielded containers that
can then be removed from the
building to be sent to radioactive
waste storage. Preparation work is
underway to install the air lock
building. (35) The preparation work
ran into problems after the 2021
earthquakes and will be further
delayed into 2023. (36)

RADIOACTIVE WASTE CONTAINERS
fter the 2021 earthquakes a new

A contaminated water leak was found

TEPCO released an updated site
contamination map in 2021. The upper

in a drainage canal. This was traced back

range of this map likely does not reflect

to a group of radioactive waste containers.

the true nature off the highly

These were found to be heavily corroded

contaminated areas. It does show that

and leaking. (38)

efforts to remediate and pave over the
plant site may have reduced the ambient

The solution to these leaks was to seal the
corroded holes with sticker patches. (39)
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radiation readings. (40)
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WORKERS

WORKER
EXPOSURES

UNKNOWN HEROS
orkers at Daiichi during the meltdowns told their

W stories for the first time 11 years after the disaster.
These workers described being right next to the unit 1

orker exposures in 2022 have

vent tower when it was vented, an unknown effort to

W gone down considerably since

hook up electricity inside unit 1 right before it

the early years of the disaster.

exploded, and a crew of contract workers that survived
the explosion at unit 3. Many of these contract workers

In January of 2022 the average

that stayed on site ended up receiving repeated large

worker's exposure was about 1.67

radiation exposures. (42)

mSv for the month. The current
annual limit for a nuclear worker in
Japan is 50 mSv/year.
There were still some workers with
higher exposures. One worker was
over 10 mSv for the month. 46 were
in the 5-10 mSv for the month range.
The highest exposure reading was
between 1-20 mSv for the month.
Workers in the higher exposure
ranges may have been engaged in
recent inspection work at unit 1 or
other high risk activities such as
work near highly radioactive water
tanks, or in building remediation

NEW CHALLENGES

work.
EPCO has managed to prevent
More work is done remotely now but

T a widespread outbreak of covid-19 at

Part of the fuel debris removal research
includes determining the best ways to

much still requires human

Fukushima Daiichi. A strict set of protocols

protect workers from internal

interaction even if it is only for brief

and isolated work shift groups appears to

contamination. How to immediately

periods of time. (41)

have prevented a situation that could

detect internal contamination and the

impact the ability to maintain base levels

best ways to respond are also being

of staffing at the site. Close to 300 staff and

researched. This upcoming work will be at

contractors of TEPCO’s nuclear power

a risk level similar to some of the early

division have contracted covid to date as

efforts after the initial disaster. (10)

of January. (43)
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OUTSIDE R&D

A NEW FOCUS

SUPPRESSION
CHAMBER
CORROSION

he various entities tasked with developing

T technologies to deal with the fuel debris and
damaged reactors have shifted their focus to more
specific tasks. A better understanding of the fuel

esearch is underway to prevent

debris, addressing the ongoing issue of powdered fuel

R further corrosion of the

debris, and how to safely implement fuel debris

suppression chamber torus tube

removal have been the new focus.

supports. This tube is tied to the
containment structure and has
proven a weak link in maintaining
partial containment of the
meltdowns. Over a decade of
standing water in the torus room
and high radiation levels have risked
the integrity of this structure. A
concept is being researched that
would use “electric corrosion
protection” to prevent further
degradation. (10)
The technology described is likely
cathodic corrosion protection. This
has been used in the pipeline
industry since the 1930’s to reduce
corrosion on buried steel pipes. (44)

FUEL DEBRIS RESEARCH
nspections inside the reactor vessels

I using a fiber optic scope are planned.

Along with this, a method to estimate the
heat generation of various types of fuel

This work would most likely take place

debris is being researched. The

inside units 1 or 3. The core spray water

degradation of fuel debris into small

injection line or the main steam lines are

particle forms over time is also being

two proposed pipes to use to feed a scope

investigated.

into the reactor vessel. This work is
planned for some point after 2024. (10)

This has been a serious concern as fuel
debris has been found as fine particles in

A group of research projects related to fuel

torus rooms and other locations. This

debris removal are underway. These aim to

material has a high potential to disperse

determine the amount of nuclear fuel

into the air if not properly controlled. (10)

within a piece of fuel debris by examining
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it inside the reactor containment vessel.
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OUTSIDE R&D

CRD HOUSING
REMOVAL

CRD EXCHANGER
emoval of the Control Rod Drive (CRD) exchanger

R machine from the reactor pedestal is listed as a
he control rod drive housing

needed task but this likely only applies only to unit 2

T beneath the reactor vessel is

where that structure is known to still be intact. It is

considered a fall risk above the area

missing inside unit 3 and is unlikely to be intact inside

in the pedestal where fuel debris

unit 1. (10)

removal will take place. Research to
determine how to remove these is
underway. There is also a plan to cut
apart the reactor vessel and remove
it in small pieces. Such large-scale
unloading is planned to be done
through the refueling floor level
using an airlock and remote
equipment. Large shielded
containers will need to be designed
to hold this contaminated structure
debris. (10)

CONTAINMENT CLEAN UP
he long-term effort to remove

T fuel debris from the containment

be dismantled and removed to make

structures has achieved further project

room for water circulation and fuel debris

refinement. The need to securely connect

removal equipment. These systems were

and isolate the equipment connection

part of the environmental controls inside

system into the containment structure

reactor containment during normal

while preventing it from being displaced

operations. How to remove them is

in an earthquake has been added to the

currently under investigation. The concept

current research. Further research to

for this removal equipment is currently

assure containers of fuel debris can be

incredibly crude. (10)

safely removed is being investigated.
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The HVH units in containment will need to
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OUTSIDE R&D

FUEL DEBRIS
CANISTERS

POWDERED
FUEL DEBRIS

he technology needed to do the first fuel debris

uel debris research has been an

T removal work at unit 2 is furthest along and

F ongoing task since soon after
the initial disaster. As more was

includes everything from the removal equipment to

understood about the fuel debris,

the trolly to remove the filled canisters. Full-fledged

the need to be able to safely

equipment and prototypes have already been

manage powdered fuel debris

developed. (10)

became a priority.
Work to determine how to dry this
dangerous fine powder and then
store it without hydrogen production
risks has become a complicated task
that must be solved.
The research phase alone goes far
beyond 2024. This indicates the
removal of this type of fuel debris
will not be among the first removal
tasks. In this case, it will have to be
managed related to air handling,
filtration, and water use inside
containment. (10)

FUEL DEBRIS STORAGE
RID has been working on the

I development of shielded storage
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Research into the canister design shows
that they adopted an elastomer gasket to

canisters for the fuel debris. Prototype

seal the canisters. This material has a life

canisters have been created and the

span of 2 years while metal gasket options

removal and storage plan has become

and welding have indefinite life spans. The

more detailed. These fuel debris containers

report admits the gaskets may need to be

would be stored in a facility with a vent

replaced without explaining how that

and gas treatment system connected to

would be safely conducted. Where all of

each container. This would have the

these canisters will be stored is not

capability to remove any generated

explained. This will take a significantly

hydrogen gas to reduce the potential of an

large facility capable of constant control

explosion in a canister.

and monitoring. (45)
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OUTSIDE R&D

MONITORING
EQUIPMENT

FUEL DEBRIS
DATABASE
new database has been created by JAEA (Japan

group of monitoring

A equipment will be needed to

A Atomic Energy Agency) to compile data on the

detect any changes in radiation

various kinds of fuel debris including materials

levels, temperature, hydrogen, and

released to the environment. The database includes

other data points to assure

information from JAEA labs, TEPCO and possibly

conditions inside the containment

others. (48)

structure remain stable while fuel
debris retrieval work goes on.
All of this equipment will need to be
capable of being removed with
robotic equipment and stored as
nuclear waste. Work on this and
many of the fuel debris storage
issues stretch far past 2024. (10)

HANDS ON LABORATORY
he JAEA Naraha Remote Technology

IRID has developed more detail about

T Development Center has built a full-

their plan to inspect inside the reactor

scale mock-up of a reactor pedestal and

vessel using either a refueling floor (top)

related structures. This will be used for

method or diagonally through the side of

testing new equipment before it goes into

the reactor vessel. The latter is currently

use in the reactors at the disaster site. The

planned for unit 2. Equipment to isolate

facility also has mock-ups of the torus tube

the work from the outside environment

and some other key reactor structures. (46)

and to drill through all of the heavy
structures to then run investigation
equipment inside is under development.
(47)
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ENVIRONMENTAL

FIR TREE
MUTATIONS

PERSISTENT
CONTAMINATION
nvironmental problems from Chernobyl have

ir trees near Fukushima Daiichi

E lingered for decades, even as far away as western

F experienced the same
mutations and damage as trees near

Europe. The same is expected in the regions

Chernobyl did. A new study looked

influenced by the Fukushima Daiichi disaster.

at fir trees in the area around the
disaster site.
They found specific mutations to
the whorls and shoots of the trees.
This was directly related to the
amount of radiation the tree
received with the mutations peaking
in 2012-2013. (50)

MUSHROOMS & SEDIMENT
ood for shiitake cultivation is still hurt

radioactive sediments in water reservoir

Wood logs from the Fukushima Abukuma

systems remained bioavailable over the

mountains was a major source of logs for

long term. Early reporting by the

shiitake cultivation in Japan. Over ten years

government had insisted that once these

since the initial disaster and those logs are

sources of contamination sunk into the

still frequently showing high levels of

underlying soils, they wouldn’t be a

radioactive contamination, making them

problem. (52)

unusable for growing mushrooms. (51)
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A recent study in Japan found that

W by contamination from the disaster.
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FOOD

FUKUSHIMA
FOOD BANS

RICE HARVEST
he first commercial rice harvest was conducted in

T Futaba, near Fukushima Daiichi. The rice was

he UK is considering ending

harvested, tested for radiation then disposed of.

T Fukushima food checks. This

Officials did not share the radiation readings of the

would allow foods over the 100

crop. (53)

bq/kg limit in Japan to be sold
without restriction in the UK. (54)
Taiwan confirmed it would continue
to screen and ban contaminated
food products from Fukushima
prefecture. (55)
Two months later Taiwan dropped
the Fukushima food ban and now
allows imports from the restricted
areas. (56)
The US also dropped restrictions on
100 food products from the region
around Fukushima including
bamboo shoots and mushrooms.
Meanwhile cultivated mushrooms
from Tamura were still found to be
significantly over Japanese
maximum allowed radiation levels.
(57)

FISH TALES
ver 200 instances in 2021 have been

O found where fish from Japan was sold

“Under the plan, the industry ministry and
the Reconstruction Agency will work

in South Korea without proper origin

together from next month or later to start

EU regulators have dropped import

labeling. This raised concerns that some of

publicizing in Japan and abroad the

screening for bamboo shoots and

the products may have come from the

safety of the water and conduct a

cultivated mushrooms from

Fukushima region where certain products

consumer opinion survey on the issue

Fukushima prefecture. Wild

are still banned from sale. (59)

within fiscal 2021 through next March.

mushrooms and most seafood

The government will also create a fund to

products are still subject to testing

Japan OK’d a plan to fight “reputational

support temporary purchase and storage

or restrictions. EU regulators cited

damage” over the planned release of

of freezable seafood in case producers are

their official radiation testing in the

contaminated water from Fukushima

hit by reputational damage. For the fund,

reasoning for relaxing restrictions.

Daiichi. As usual over the last 11 years,

the government has secured 30 billion

(53)

Japan’s government is only concerned

yen under its fiscal 2021 supplementary

with appearances, not actual safety.

budget.” (60)
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HEALTH

DWINDLING STUDIES

THYROID
CANCER
LAWSUIT

n a review of newly published papers over the last

I year, there has been little new research of
substance. A number of papers by people affiliated
with the Fukushima Health Survey and other entities

ix Japanese young people from

with a history of downplaying the disaster have been

S Fukushima that developed

published. All of these sought to dismiss the health

thyroid cancer after the 2011

damage caused by radiation exposure.

meltdowns are suing TEPCO for $5.4
million. All required surgery to
remove all or part of their thyroid.
(58)
The outcome of this court case may
be significant. The group of plaintiffs
has had significant medical
problems and some have had to
drop out of school due to their
health.
The Japanese government has
refused to admit the increase in
thyroid cancers are due to the
disaster, claiming the drastic
increase was due to “over-testing”
something outside experts dispute.
(59)

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE ENDS

New thyroid cancer cases are still

he Japanese government agency

being found among the exposed

T tasked with reconstruction after the

The loss of benefits due to a former town
being declared reopened has been a

children from Fukushima. The

3-11 triple disaster is now rescinding

problem since at least 2016. The

Fukushima Health Survey began

financial assistance for evacuees' medical

government declares the area reopened,

including cases discovered through

and nursing care. The areas that had

leaving people with no assistance and

other sources and the national

evacuation orders ended are now seeing

unsafe areas to return to.

cancer registry. This disputes their

their former residents lose this assistance.

argument that all of these cancer

Many of these places are still in the process

A lack of jobs and services compound the

cases are merely due to doing more

of rebuilding basic services so even those

the problem due to a lack of the basic

screening. (61)

who did want to return home can not.

things people need to make a life.

(60)
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC

TOWNS
REOPENED

NEW ENERGY
t one town damaged by the 2011 tsunami, an

A ocean wave power generating system was
installed along with new fortifications against tsunami
intrusion to protect the town. As communities look for

he town of Katsurao reopened

ways to meet their power needs many have turned to

T to residents recently. The press
photos show what appear to be

geothermal power generation. The adoption of new

brand new homes of the few

geothermal systems has quadrupled in Japan since

returnees. (62)

2011. (60)

Okuma near Fukushima Daiichi
eased restrictions in November with
a planned reopening in spring of
2022. (63)
Some residents of Futaba, the other
host town of Fukushima Daiichi and
one of the most heavily
contaminated areas is allowing
some residents to return for
overnight stays. (64)
About 5000 residents of Futaba are
claimed to have returned to the
town near the disaster site, the city's
town hall remains in Iwaki, outside
the evacuation zone. (65)

A PATCHWORK RETURN
he patchwork reopening has

T created some odd effects. In some

As we have seen repeatedly over the last 11
years, that contamination will begin to

towns only the property of the returnees

migrate back in. This erratic reopening has

will be decontaminated, leaving them

caused one home to be approved for

surrounded by contaminated properties.

residency while the ones across the street
are not. (60)
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POLITICAL

TEPCO
LAWSUITS

GOVERNMENT
DISCONNECT
he Japanese government continues to ignore

T public opposition to plans to dump

EPCO has faced another

T lawsuit, this one from

contaminated water into the ocean and other efforts

shareholders. The suit focuses on the

to gloss over the 11 year old disaster. Without a threat

negligence of TEPCO executives that

to their hold on political power, Japan's government

exacerbated the disaster at the

has little interest in changing policy.

plant. A decision by the court is
expected in July. (67)

The shareholder case is asking for
$194 billion to compensate for stock
price losses. (68)

The criminal negligence trial against
TEPCO’s executives has been
appealed. The original trial acquitted
the trio. Dates for this trial have not
been announced. (69)

MOX PAYMENTS
apan’s finance ministry plans to

J restart cash payments to local

Currently, 4 reactors are approved to use
the fuel, after the Fukushima disaster

communities that agree to allow MOX

where unit 3 contained MOX fuel.

plutonium fuel in nearby nuclear power

Questions about the role of MOX in the

plants. The Rokkasho fuel plant that would

meltdown and spectacular explosion of

domestically produce MOX fuel is near

unit 3 remain a concern that needs further

completion but Japan doesn’t have

research to determine what role the MOX

enough reactors available to use the fuel

fuel played in the events in this reactor.

to begin producing it at the new facility.

Any MOX fuel in use in Japan is being
provided by a French nuclear fuel facility.
(66)
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CONCLUSION

NEW
IMPLICATIONS

SLOW RECKONING
ime has allowed much of the early disaster to fade

T from public memory. Only now as more evidence
leven years after the initial

is gathered is the true magnitude of this disaster being

E disaster, significant progress

understood. New important information languishing in

has been made in understanding

academic journals and government reports rarely

the meltdowns and developing

makes it into the news sources the general public

long-term plans for the removal of

consumes.

the fuel debris and spent fuel. As
more work is accomplished the true
enormity of this task becomes clear.
Even relatively simple tasks like
removing old equipment become
major undertakings as the radiation
and environmental risks compound
almost everything.
The real environmental and public
health implications of this disaster
have become increasingly clear but
those in charge of the official
narrative refuse to connect the dots.
Thyroid cancers drastically increased.
Three reactors suffered extensive
destruction and full meltdowns. The
nuclear fuel within them partially

THE NEXT "FUKUSHIMA"

vaporized sending microparticles of
fuel as far away as Tokyo and maybe
further, creating a significant health
risk. Three out of three operating
reactors completely failed when
challenged with a station blackout
and loss of access to a source of
cooling water. The meltdowns at all
three now appear to be a worst-case
scenario of damage, loss of
containment, and risks to the
structural integrity of the units.

ll of this historical insight takes on a

A new urgency as we watch nuclear

Ukraine’s Zaporizhzhia nuclear power

power plant facilities used as pawns in a

plant if a war broke out between Russia

war zone, something no safety oversight

and Ukraine.

agency considers in their safety planning.
The Fukushima disaster was not a “black

Inadequate risk assessment and a general

swan”, people had warned about the

lack of imagination continue to put life,

specific risks at this plant such as the

property, and the environment at risk

backup generators being placed in

globally as these facilities remain exposed

basements and the broader risk of

to catastrophic events.

compounded natural disasters against
nuclear power plants.
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